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The first sum in the derivative can be evaluated by the same process used to 
find f (y) where the Br,q now replaces the cr,q . The second sum may be evaluated by 
an obvious application of the algorithm given by Smith. 

5. Advantages and Test Case. A simple computation shows that for n > 3 the 
new algorithm saves about 3n multiplications and additions when computing f (,) 
and about n + ,k=3 k multiplications and Ek=i k additions when computing 
f, (A) 

This algorithm has been used successfully in a Fortran application on an IBM 
7094 using Legendre Polynomials. We found computation time to be reduced by 
approximately 25 % and accuracy increased by .5 to one order of magnitude. 
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A Note on the Summation of the Generalised 
Hypergeometric Functions 

By Arun Verma 

1. Introduction. In 1962 MacRobert and Ragab [2], obtained the sum of an in- 
finite series of E-functions as a product of gamma functions. Recently, the author 
[4] has extended the result to obtain the sum of a series of G-functions as a product 
of gamma functions. Carlitz [11, in a recent paper obtained some results of a different 
nature. He obtained the sum of a finite number of terms of hypergeometric series 
as a product of gamma functions. Slater [31 has also given the sum of a generalised 
hypergeometric function in terms of elementary functions under a set of conditions. 

In this note the sum of certain generalised hypergeometric functions, bilateral 
hypergeometric functions, generalised basic hypergeometric functions and the gen- 
eralised basic bilateral hypergeometric functions are deduced. 

2. Notation. Let 

[a]? = a[a + 1][a + 2] [a + n-1]; [a]o= 1, 
then 

z [(ar)]n 

F L(b,) jN n=0 [ 1]n[(b.)]n 
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As N - oc, the left-hand side teinds to the generalised hypergeometric function 
rFs[(ar); (bs); z] and has a meaning when r < s + 1, where (arn) means the 
sequence of parameters ar, ar+1, , a, . Further we define 

rHr F(?r); I M= [(ar)]n - 
L(b) N n-M-1 [(br)]n 

and when M and N -* oc, they will be dropped and the left-hand side becomes the 
generalised bilateral hypergeometric function and has a meaning when I z = 1, and 
RI [Z (br) - Z (ar)] > Oifz = -1 orRI [Z (br) - Z (ar)] > 1 ifz = 1. 

Furthermore, if 

[qa; n] [1 q a][ _ qa+l] .. .[ _ qa+n-1] [qa; 0] = 1, q|< 1 

then 

[ q 
[ ] N = [q ' (a ) ] Z 

and as N -* o, the left-hand side tends to the generalised basic hypergeometric 
function r4O,[q(ar); q(bs); z] and has a meaning when I z I < 1. 

Lastly, we define 

(a, m ]N (a,)t n rTr [(br);M-n~ [q(b.) 'n] Z 

and as M and N -* oo, the left-hand side tends to become the generalised basic 
bilateral hypergeometric function r'r[q(a,); q(bs); z] and has a meaninig only if 

q2 (br)- 
(a r) 

I < I 
z j 

< 1. 

3. Slater [3] has shown that 

(A11FA (aoA,; 1] [1 + (ao,A )]N 
(1) A+1F A Li ? (bA)j - INF ? (bA)IN 

provided 

(2) Sr(a) = Sr(b); r = 1, 2, ... A, 

where Sr(a) or Sr(b) means a sum of all possible combinations of r parameters 
taken at a time from the parameters ao, al, a2, ,aA or b, b2 b3 * bA re- 
spectively. 

It was, however, indicated by Carlitz [1] that if we assume Sr(a) = Sr(b) for 
r = 1, 2, ... , A - 1 only, even then the sum of the first (N + 1) terms of the 
truncated generalised hypergeometric function can be found. In fact, we can deduce 
that: 

Fl?bi A?1(a) -, (ao,A) [1 + (ao,A )]N (3) A+2FA+l SA(a) - SA(b) I - [i + (bA)]N 

LSA+1(a)/[SA(a) - SA(b)], 1 + (bA) N [ ]NI + (bA)]N 

providedSr(a) = Sr(b); r = 1 2, ,A -1. 
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But since 

FHA (aA); ] N [(aA, 
+ (bA)jN n-M-1 [1 + (bA)]fn 

(41, (aA ); ? + ) 1F [, 1 z (bA); 1] - A+1 A 1+ (A) N [(aA) A1] 2 -(aA ) _M 

summing both the series on the right-hand side of (3.4) by (3.1) we get 

[ (aA); M [1 + N][1 + (aA)jN 
AHA + () + (bA)]N 

(5) 
(-)A[M + 1][(bA)][2 - 

(bA)]M 
[1 - (aA)]M+l 

provided 
Sr(a) = Sr(b); r- 1,2, 2 , A, 

(6) 3Sr'(a) = Sr'(b); r = 1, 2, , A, 

where Si(a), Si(b), Si (a) and Si'(b) stand for the sum of all possible combinations 
of i factors taken at a time from the sequence of numbers 1, a,, a2, , aA; 

bi 2 b2l * **, bA; 1, 1-bl, 1-b-, *, 1- (bA)andl1-al,1-a2, .,1-aA 
respectively. 

Whereas, if we assume the conditions 

Sr(a) -Sr(b); r 1,2, *.* , A - 1, 
and 

Sr(b) = Sr'(a); r= 1,2, *2* , A - 1, 

we get the following summation theorem 

[1 + SA+l(a)/[SA(a) - SA(b)], (aA); 
M [1 + NI[1 + (aA)]N 

A+7HA+lLSA+l(a)/[SA(a) 
- SA(b)], 1 + (bA) iN [1 + (bA)]N 

(-) A1[1 + M][(bA)][SA(a) - SA(b) - SA+1(a)][2 
- 

(bA )M 

SA+1(a)[1 
- 

(aA)]M+i 

4. In this section we deduce the basic analogues of the results deduced in the 
last section. 

Since 
[q(aO,A) ; z N [q(ao,A); n] 

A+1IWA L q + ) j n=O [q; n][ql+A n] 
N 

= a (say), 
n=O 

setting 
an = [(a0oA) ]tan I 

we have 

#n - n-1 

f X~~ a 
-A+1 nr 

A+1 
n 

A 
),(rl 

(1) - attEo ( - mSr(a)q ! E ( - )rSr(b)qnr + ()rS(b 
Lr==O b) - ra=o r=O p Sra brtk 

where S,( a), Sr( b) means the sum of all possible combinations of r parameters takeni 
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at a time from the sequence of numbers qao, q1 q )2 * , *qA and qbl b2 bA 

respectively. Since there are only A numbers of b parameters, obviously 
SA+1(b) = 0. 

A little simplification of (4.1) gives that 

(2) An -n-l = a[E {Sr(a) - !S7(b) - -S i(b)} ()rqnrJ 

where S_i(b) = 0. 
Now if we assume that the coefficients of all the powers of qn vanish, i.e. 

(3) zSr(a) -Sr(b) -Sr,i(b) =0 for r = 1, 2, *A + 1 

we have from (4.2), n-A n- = [1 -1/Z]an . 

Giving n the values 0, 1, 2, * , N and adding up, we get 

[ (a0, 
A) ;z] [q (ao,A ); N+ 1] N+1 

(4) A+10IA [1q+(bA) [ 
[ql+bA); 

N 

Therefore, (4.4) gives the sum of first (N + 1) terms of the generalised basic 
hypergeometric series, with argument z, under the set of conditions (4.3). 

On the other hand, if we assume the conditions 

ZSr(a) -Sr(b) -Sr_i(b) = 0 for r = 2, 3, , A + 1, 

only, we get the basic analogue of (3.3) in the form: 

(aO,A) q(zS,(a) - S1(b) - 1) 
q ' z- 1z 

A+24'1A+l 

A+2)A+1 1+(bA) ZSI(a) - S1(b) - 1 
L) q(z -1) N 

[qaoA); N + 1]qzN?l I 

[(z-1) - zS(a) + Si(b) + 1][q; N] X [ql?(A); N] 

It may be noted that if we take r = 1, 3, 4, - , A + 1, (r P 2) we get still 
another sum of N + 1 terms of the basic hypergeometric function A+34A+2(Z). 

To find the sum of the M + N + 1 terms of the basic bilateral hypergeometric 
series 

[q (a M 

we know that 

rt q(ar)+ ] = r+lr q()+ Z 

- 
b)+N = 1.?4r q(, Z] 

(6) (b, (a r) r?2 (b )-Z (ar) 
(6) + 

~~~~~[1 - q-(br)]q?f2(b;)-(ar) r+ q~ 2l-( (a) ) 

q 

] 

+ 

z[ q ] 
r+l(D r 

q2-(a,r) _ 

- 

q1~~~(bLr).i 

Now if we assume that 

(7) (a) ZSk(a) - Sk(b) Sk-l(b) = 0 for k = 1, 2,* ,r+ 1 

(b) St (a) .qr+ (br)-(ar) _ Z[80'(b) - Slt1(b)] = 0 

for t = 1, 2, *, r +, 
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where Sr(a), S,(b), Sr'(a) and S,'(b) stand for the sum of all possible combinations 
of r factors taken at a time from the sequence of numbers q ql qa2 gar; 

bl b2 br 1-bl l-b2 1-ba 1-a2 I-ar q ,q ,*... yq ;q,q yq ,** ..,q and qll, q )2... qrrespectively,we 
can sum up both the series on the right-hand side of (4.6) and obtain 

(ar)Z =-M [1 - qN?l][q(a,) N + 1] 
rT4r 

-q 
1+(b,)j 

-N [z - 11[ql1+(br); Nl 
(8) [1 - 

qM?l][q 
(br); M + 2] q(M+2)[r+Z(br)-Z(a,) 

[qr+Z(tbr)-(ar) - z] x 
[ql (ar); M + l]zM+l 

under the set of conditions (4.7). 
On the other hand, if in the set of conditions (7a) and (7b) we assume all the 

conditions except those corresponding to k = 1 and t = 1 we can still find the sum of 
M + N + 1 terms of a bilateral hypergeometric function by using the result (5). 
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The Fast Fourier Transform Recursive Equations 
for Arbitrary Length Records 

By G. D. Bergland 

1. Introduction. In Cooley and Tukey's paper on the Fast Fourier Transform 
[1], a procedure was suggested which allows operation on a time series of length N, 
where N is the product of an arbitrary number of integers greater than 1. An 
alternate procedure is reported in this paper which has the advantage of leading 
directly to a set of recursive equations for this general case. The notation and 
methods used have been patterned as much as possible to those of Cooley and 
Tukey so that the reader can go directly from their paper to this one. These results 
were noted and used by the author in his Ph.D. dissertation [2]. 

2. The Recursive Equations when N = r1r2 - ?m Consider the problem of 
evaluating a complex Fourier series of the form 

N-1 

(1) X(j) = EA(k)W- 

where W = e2,ilN, j = 0, 1, 2, ... ,N - 1. 
First j and k must be expressed in the following variable radix representation. 
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